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Thank you Abbot Aiden Shea 

(August 7, 1930 – December 2, 2018)

A poem by Wendell Berry 





“Permaculture is ecological design 
theory applied to an everyday 

context”
~ David Holmgren



Techniques

Strategies

Principles

ETHICS



3 main ethics of Permaculture

https://peaceloveandtomatoes.wordpress.com



http://permacultureprinciples.com



http://permacultureprinciples.com





Modern Urban Agriculture



How are we going to feed all these 
people?



Rural Industrial Agriculture

John Deere





3 main ethics of Permaculture

https://peaceloveandtomatoes.wordpress.com



Why Permaculture?

• A deep vision of long-term cultural transformation

• A design system for the creation of regenerative human habitat, 
not just sustainable (Chuck Marsh)

• Permaculture derives its insights from the patterns of natural 
ecosystems, and from the patterns of truly sustainable human 
cultures. 

• It integrates water systems, annual gardens, perennial and forest 
crops, animals, buildings, energy systems and cultural functions 
with purpose and shared value. 



www.growtheplanet.com



Reuters        ASLA       Huffington Post

Techno Urban Solutions



Suburban Retrofit Transition

www.retrosuburbia.com



Principles Derived from Natural Patterns

1. Articulate goals and constantly use and refine them, choosing 
high leverage strategies (Holistic management)

2. Integrate rather than segregate – work together

3. Creatively use and respond to change – accept feedback

4. Everything must have multiple functions

5. Value cultural and natural diversity for resilience 

6. Grow like a seed!  Plan through time starting with small and slow 
solutions in your own life. Then branch out into your community, 
County, region, etc. 

* Permaculture teaches us new ways to think about EVERY goal and 
challenges us to improve.  NOT just a toolbox of techniques or 
methods to implement. 

Zev Friedman, 2017
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So where do we fit into all this?



Efficiency of space 
and non traditional shape











Cultural and Collaborative Strategies

1. Active listening and true attitude of collaboration

2. Informal neighborhood scale collaboration and rotating work 
parties to share responsibility 

3. Rapid assessment design groups and work-classes

4. Co-ops for:  Micro-grids, poultry, cascading rainwater, orcharding, 
child care and elder care, materials purchasing, expensive tools

5. Land access:  Rethinking cohabitation, seasonal work and truly 
affordable housing

6. Mutual Aid Societies:  The ultimate cooperative.

7. Education of Next Generation:  Successive transition 

Zev Friedman, 2017
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